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SUBJECT: Approval of Resolution approving the City's participation in the Michigan Emergency
Management Assistance Compact (MEMAC) an intergovernmental agreement with the State
of Michigan and its signatories authorizing the request, provision, and receipt of inter~

jurisdictional mutual assistance in accordance with the Emergency Management Act, Act
390 of the Public Acts of 1976 as amended among political subdivisions with the State.

SUBMITTING DEPARTMENT)}blic~\i(~
CITY MANAGERAPPROVA~

BACKGROUN D INFORMATION:

Modeled after successful compacts in other states, the Michigan Emergency Management Assistance
Compact (MEMAC) is designed to help Michigan's 1,776 local subdivisions share vital public safety and
resources more efficiently. Neither the state nor the local divisions can afford to acquire and maintain the
equipment, resources, etc. necessary to handle every possible emergency. MEMAC has a structure that
allows jurisdictions to give or receive assistance during crises depending on their available resources. It
addresses such problematic issues concerning worker's' compensation insurance, expense reimbursement
and liability coverage before assistance is needed and requested. MEMAC supplements local mutual aid
agreements already in place; it does not replace them. It also helps to facilitate the receipt of state and/or
federal disaster funds through the Public Assistance Program. This compact does not make it mandatory for
any member to provide mutual aid.

The signing of this agreement is a requirement of the Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS) which is being
submitted separately from this request.

Please find attached copy of the MEMAC and a question and answer sheet prepared by the Michigan State
Police Emergency Management Division.

As with other agreements, the City of Novi will need a resolution authorizing the Mayor to enter into the
MEMAC Agreement. Legal counsel has reviewed this matter and opines there is no legal impediment which
precludes the City of Novi from executing this agreement.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Approval of Resolution approving the City's participation in the Michigan Emergency
Management Assistance Compact (MEMAC) an intergovernmental agreement with the State
of Michigan and its signatories authorizing the request, provision, and receipt of inter
jurisdictional mutual assistance in accordance with the Emergency Management Act, Act
390 of the Public Acts of 1976 as amended among political subdivisions with the State.
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The Michigan Emergency Management Assistance Compact
(MEMAC), formerly the Statewide Mutual Aid Compact (SMAC), is an
initiative of the Michigan State Police, Emergency Management and
Homeiand Security Division (MSP/EMHSD)~ Since the concept was
first proposed, MEMAC has undergone extensive reviews and
revisions based on input from a variety of local government and public
safety officials and their associations.

MEMAC creates an organized process and structure spelled out in
advance for jurisdictions large and small across the state to render or
receive assistance in times of crisis. It addresses problematic issues
concerning workmen's compensation insurance, expense
reimbursement and liability coverage before assistance is needed and
requested. Designed to be flexible, MEMAC is also intended to
supplement rather than replace eXisting, local mutual aid agreements
already in place to handle "routine" public safety services among
neighboring jurisdictions and fire depanments~ it is important to note
that the implementation of MEMAC helps to facilitate the receipt of
state or federal disaster funds through the Public Assistance Program.

A necessary element for the success of MEMAC is the adoption of a
standardized Incident Command System (ICS) for all participating
agencies and jurisdictions. ICS has been used effectively by the fire
service for many years, and it provides for a unified command
structure when multiple agencies and jurisdictions must respond to a
major event.

Modeled after intrastate mutual aid compacts already being
successfully Implemented in other states, MEMAC is designed to help
Michigan's 1,776 local political subdivisions share vital public safety
services and resources more effectively and efficiently~ Neither the
state nor any local jurisdiction can afford to acquire and maintain all
the manpower, equipment and other resources that would be
necessary to respond to every possible emergency or major disaster,
especially terrorist acts involving chemical, biological or nuclear
weapons of mass destruction.

For information about becoming a signatory to MEMAC, please contact
FlU. Bonnie Kanicki-Wilson atkaJJjJ;ki.b_@mj~biggn.goY

or (517) 336-3431~

Effective May 1, 2002, the Michigan Emergency Management Act
(Public Act 390 of 1976) was amended to authorize MSP/EMHSD to
develop and administer MEMAC. MEMAC is limited to the exchange of
personnel, equipment and other resources in time of emergency,
disaster or other serious threats to public health or safety. These
arrangements are to be consistent with the Michigan Emergency
Management Plan (MEMP)~
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30903 Northwestern Highway
P,O. Box 3040

Fannington Hills, MI 48333
3040

Tel: 248·851·9500
Fax: 248-851-2158

www.secrestwardle.com

THOMAS R SCHULTZ
Direct: 248~539~2847

sjoppich@Secrestwardle.com

March 15,2010

Richard S. Kos,
Emergency Management Coordinator
Novi Police Department
45125 W. Ten Mile Road
Novi, MI 48375

Re: Michigan Emergency Management Assistance Compact
(MEMAC)

Dear Mr. Kos:

You have asked our office to review the Michigan Emergency Management
Assistance Compact (MEMAC), which we understand is on an upcoming agenda
for consideration.

The MEMAC is a compact between local municipalities, counties, and the state to
provide mutual aid. The MEMAC is, however, different from the other mutual
aid agreements that the City Council has previously approved in various ways:

• It is a state-wide agreement, meaning that communities from across the
state have entered into it, and will presumably continue to enter into it
over time, creating something of a state-wide network of mutual aid.

• The MEMAC is geared more toward providing emergency assistance in
times of major or widespread disasters, whether natural or manmade, Le.,
it will not be triggered for purely localized or routine incidents that can be
adequately addressed through the Oakland County and Western Wayne
Mutual Aid Agreements.

• The MEMAC does not involve the establishment of an association with
bylaws, meetings, dues, assessments, etc. Instead, the Michigan State
Police Emergency Management Division is the coordinator of the
MEMAC and oversees and manages its implementation, pursuant to
Michigan Emergency Management Act (P.A. 390 of 1976, as amended).

• The State of Michigan is a party to the MEMAC and can request
assistance in the event of widespread disaster/emergency incidents.
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• The Agreement provides for the responding depaliments to be reimbursed
by the requesting party and/or by FEMA.

• The MEMAC has been in existence for a number of years and its terms
and conditions are nonnegotiable since a significant number of
communities have already entered into it and will presumably continue to
do so into the future.

In reviewing the MEMAC, we have verified that the City is authorized by law to
enter into this compact. We would also note that parties to the MEMAC may
tenninate their participation at any time and for any reason, or no reason at all,
upon 30 days written notice. Additionally, the compact contains a method for the
City to seek reimbursement for a broad range of expenditures that may be
incurred in the event of an emergency in which the City provides emergency
services in a community outside of its borders. These provisions, of course, work
both ways; i.e., the City may be responsible for reimbursing other communities
who respond should a major disaster take place in the City.

As far as liability is concerned, the MEMAC provides that each party will be
responsible and liable for its individual acts and is required to maintain
appropriate insurance. While there can be no absolute guarantee that the City will
not be sued or held liable in connection with activities under the MEMAC, the
provisions of the compact do provide some protections that reduce the risks of
liability.

In sum, subject to the above comments and considerations, as well as any other
issues that the City Council or Fire Department may have regarding this matter,
we have attached all appropriate Resolution for adoption should the City Council
desire to participate in the MEMAC.

Very truly yours,

Thomas R. Schultz

TRS/jec
Enclosme
cc: Clay J. Pearson, City Manager

David Molloy, Director of Public Safety
Jeff Johnson, Director of Fire Operations

1392791



CITY OF NOVI

COUNTY OF OAKLAND, MICHIGAN

RESOLUTION REGARDING
MICHIGAN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE COMPACT

Minutes of a Meeting of the City Council of the City of Novi,
County of Oakland, Michigan, held in the City Hall in said City on ,2010,
at 7:00 o'clock P.M., Prevailing Eastern Time.

PRESENT: Councilmembers
----------'--------

ABSENT: Councilmernbers _

The following preamble and Resolution were offered by Councilmember _

_____ and suppOlted by Councilmember '

WHEREAS, the State of Michigan Emergency Management Act, Act 390 of the Public
Acts of 1976, as amended (being MCL 30.401, et seq.) authorizes the State and its political
subdivisions to provide emergency aid and assistance in the event of a disaster or emergency;
and

WHEREAS, the statutes also authorize the State to coordinate the provision of any
equipment, services, or facilities owned or organized by the State or its political subdivisions for
use in the affected area upon request of the duly constituted authority of the area; and

WHEREAS, this Resolution authorizes the request, provision, and receipt of
interjurisdictional mutual assistance in accordance with the Emergency Management Act, Act
390 ofthe Public Acts of 1976, as amended, among political subdivisions within the State.

NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved by the Novi City Council that in order to maximize
the prompt, full, and effective use of resources of all participating governments in the event of an
emergency or disaster, that the City hereby adopts the Michigan Emergency Management
Assistance Compact, which is attached hereto and incorporated by reference, subject, if
necessary, to technical, typographical, or non-substantial modifications approved by legal
counsel before the Effective Date of the Amended and Restated Interlocal Agreement and
authorize the Mayor and Clerk to sign said Compact, and direct the City's Public Safety Director

I



or designee to submit all necessary documentation pertaining thereto to the Michigan State
Police Emergency Management Division.

AYES:

NAYS:

ABSENT:

ABSTENTIONS:

RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED _

STATE OF MICHIGAN )
)ss.

COUNTY OF OAKLAND )

,2010.

I, the undersigned, the duly qualified and acting City Clerk of the City of Novi, County of
Oakland, State of Michigan, do hereby certified that the foregoing is a true and complete copy of
a resolution adopted by the City Conncil of the City ofNovi at a regular meeting held on the_
day of ,2010, the original of which resolution is on file in my office.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my official signature, this __ day of
______,2010.

MARYANNE CORNELIUS, City Clerk

1392763
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MEMAC - Frequently Asked Questions

1. Explain the difference between EMAC and MEMAC.

EMAC is an interstate mutual aid compact that allows participating states
to send or accept personnel, equipment, technical support and other forms
of assistance between states. Typically those are state agency resources
(e.g., state police, national guard, highway trucks and crews, etc.) under
the control of the governors of the assisting states, rather than assets from
local governments. MEMAC is an intrastate assistance compact among
local political subdivisions within the state of Michigan. MEMAC does not
involve any authority or plans for the governor to mobilize or send local
personnel or assets out of state.

2. Who inventories the resources that each signatory possesses in order to
determine the best agency to respond to a requesting party?

The Michigan State Police Emergency Management Division will maintain
the MEMAC resource database in the SEOC.

3. Can the incident commander of the event cancel or terminate the services of
the assisting party at any time?

The local incident commander is in charge of the scene and when he/she
believes that the local resources can manage the situation, he/she can
terminate the MEMAC assistance.

4. How will this work with proposed regional response teams?

All the governmental legal entities of the regional response teams will be
required to be signatories of the compact and then will be requested to
assist where appropriate.

5. Will there be a directory/listing provided to all agencies participating in the
MEMAC agreement?

Absolutely there will be a directory/listing provided to all agencies
participating in the MEMAC agreement.

6. Is the requesting agency required to be under a Local State of Emergency
prior to requesting assistance?

No, MEMAC is primarily intended to facilitate a comprehensive and
coordinated response to major or widespread threats or catastrophic
events for which a local and gubernatorial declaration of a state of



emergency or disaster for the affected jurisdiction(s) are anticipated or
already issued. However, nothing precludes a participating government
from invoking MEMAC for emergencies, disasters or other serious threats
to public health and safety in the absence of a formal emergency or
disaster declaration at any level. MEMAC assistance shall not be
requested by any participating government unless it is anticipated that the
resources available within the jurisdiction or through other, preexisting
local or regional mutual aid or reciprocal aid compacts or agreements will
be exhausted, inadequate or overwhelmed in response to the threat or
event being faced.

7. What happens if a non-signatory requests assistance for their jurisdiction,
would assistance be withheld?

No assistance would be withheld. The disadvantage to a non-signatory
requesting assistance is that they may be denied eligibility for federal cost
reimbursement under federal reimbursement programs.

8. How would this agreement affect privately owned ambulance and EMS
providers?

Private and private non-profit EMS in responding to a request for
assistance will provide services on a contractual basis equivalent to their
existing business practices.

9. Does reimbursement include the costs of those deployed, those who backfill
for those deployed, or both?

Requesting agencies are responsible for deployment costs of the assisting
parties. MEMAC and Federal guidelines do not recognize backfill
expenses.

1a.lf adopted by jurisdiction in both counties, will this agreement negate the
need for an inter-county mutual aid agreement currently being developed by 2
counties that often cross county lines for fire response, but do not have
mutual aid agreements?

Not at all. The Michigan Emergency Management Assistance Compact
(MEMAC) does not replace or supersede existing local mutual aid
agreements. Participating governments would by design invoke MEMAC
only when they require assistance not available from existing mutual aid
agreements and resources.

11. When dealing with fire authorities, do they need to have each municipality
approve the agreement?



No, the elected supervisor of the fire authority can sign for the fire
authority.

12. How can this be called a "mutual" aid compact? Many smaller agencies and
jurisdictions will never have the resources to provide the same level of
assistance provided by larger metro departments. Won't this just encourage
these agencies to "rent" public safety protection from the bigger players and
avoid "stepping up to the plate" to properly develop their own capabilities?

We have learned a great deal about ourselves as Americans through the
tragic events of September 11 th

. We learned that we are people that care
about our neighbors, and that we will sacrifice much to help fellow
Americans wherever they may be in times of crisis. MEMAC creates an
organized process and structure spelled out in advance for jurisdictions
large and small across the state to render or receive assistance in times of
crisis. It addresses problematic issues concerning workman's
compensation insurance, expense reimbursement and liability coverage,
before assistance is needed and requested.

13.lt has been stated that participating governments cannot request or render aid
through this mutual assistance agreement "contingent" upon state or federal
disaster assistance. What does that mean?

Operating under the authority of the public assistance provisions of the
federal Stafford Act and Disaster Mitigation Act 2000, FEMA will not
reimburse a local government for any costs associated with securing
assistance from another local government entity unless that assistance
was obtained through a pre-existing mutual aid agreement that required
reimbursement. Further a local jurisdiction would be disqualified for
federal reimbursement for those costs lithe mutual aid agreement had
been entered into, or mutual aid requested or rendered, contingent upon
there being a federal declaration with public assistance reimbursement. In
other words, local jurisdictions that receive emergency assistance under
the MEMAC must be prepared to expend resources and accept their
obligations for reimbursement to the assisting parties regardless of
whether a federal declaration is ever forthcoming.

14. What are the major advantages or benefits for local units of government that
participate in the proposed MEMAC?

No single, local entity can afford to purchase, hire or maintain all the
personnel, equipment and other resources that would be necessary to
respond to every possible disaster or emergency. Direct state and federal
disaster response may be limited and/or delayed. Participation in the
proposed Michigan Emergency Management Assistance Compact allows
each local entity to leverage the collective resources of all other



participating members and secure timely, useful assistance for protecting
public health and safety.

Under the proposed Michigan Emergency Management Assistance
Compact, potential:ly issues of liability, workmen's compensation
insurance, and cost reimbursement are identified and agreed upon in
advance. All parties involved-those receiving, and those rendering
assistance-know their obligations, responsibilities and expectations up
front.

MEMAC will eliminate the burden that a non-signatory may be denied
eligibility for federal cost reimbursement under federal reimbursement
programs.
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